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ABSTRACT
The negative performance impact of branch mis-predictions

can be reduced by exploiting control independence (CI). When a
branch mis-predicts, the wrong-path instructions up to the point
where control converges with the correct path are selectively
squashed and replaced with correct-path instructions. Instructions
beyond the convergence-point—the branch’s control-independent
(CI) instructions—are spared from squashing. Exploiting CI
requires updating the input data dependences of CI instructions to
reflect the selective removal and insertion of logically older
instructions and transitively re-dispatching those CI instructions
whose inputs have changed. This capability is generally called out-
of-order renaming. Previously proposed CI designs use out-of-
order renaming schemes that either consume excessive rename/dis-
patch bandwidth, can only be applied in limited cases, or incur a
cost even when the branch would be correctly predicted.

Ginger is a CI design that is both general and bandwidth effi-
cient. Ginger implements out-of-order renaming using tag rewrit-
ing, re-linking the input dependences of CI instructions as they sit
in the window. To do this, Ginger halts the pipeline uses the idle
map table read and write ports and the issue queue match lines and
write lines to perform a register-tag “search-and-replace” opera-
tion. After a few cycles, the pipeline restarts and execution
resumes with correct data dependences. Cycle-level simulation
shows that Ginger out-performs previous CI designs, yielding geo-
metric mean speedups over an aggressive non-CI processor of 5%,
12%, and 11%—on SPECint2000, MediaBench, and Comm-
Bench—with speedups of 15% or greater on 11 of 46 programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.3. [Processor Architectures]: pipelined processors.

General Terms
Design, performance, measurement.

Keywords
Branch mis-predictions, control independence, out-of-order
renaming, selective re-dispatch.

1. INTRODUCTION
Branch mis-predictions limit the performance of conventional

superscalar processors. Because these processors support only in-
order renaming, mis-prediction recovery requires squashing, re-
fetching, and re-renaming all instructions younger than the branch.
Even processors with moderate depth pipelines like IBM’s

POWER5 [26] squash up to 50 instructions per mis-prediction, a
often many more. The result is substantial loss in fetch and rena
throughput, which in turn limits commit throughput.

The cost of full-squash mis-prediction recovery is even high
when one observes that control flow following many mis-predicte
branches quickly converges with the correct path. A significa
amount of waste could be avoided if squashing could be selectiv
applied only to instructions up to this convergence point—tho
that actually correspond to the wrong path—sparing the post-c
vergence instructions. Designs that target this effect are said
exploit control independence (CI) [22]. The post convergen
instructions are called control independent (CI) instructions. In t
general case, exploiting CI also requires inserting pre-converge
correct-path instructions before the spared CI instructions.

The primary CI implementation challenge is constructing an
enforcing correct input data dependences for the CI instructio
that selective squashing spares. Because (register) dependence
constructed by renaming and because these instructions are ph
cally renamed before instructions that are logically older, th
capability is called out-of-order renaming. Proposed CI desig
distinguish themselves by their out-of-order renaming impleme
tations. An early proposal [22]—that here we call Walker—walk
the CI instructions, re-renames them and transitively re-dispatc
those whose inputs have changed from a recovery buffer. Beca
the number of CI instructions is typically large, Walker consume
significant rename bandwidth. Selective Branch Recovery (SB
[8] does not physically re-rename CI instructions but achieves t
same effect by converting the wrong-path instructions into mov
and re-dispatching them and their dependent CI instructions, ag
from a recovery buffer. SBR consumes less rename bandwi
than Walker but can exploit CI only in cases that do not requi
splicing instructions into the window.

Walker and SBR both exploit CI reactively, explicitly doing
work only after an actual branch mis-prediction is detected. A thi
design called Skipper [4] exploits CI proactively. When Skippe
identifies a low-confidence branch, it defers speculative fetc
Until the branch executes, Skipper fetches and executes CI instr
tions from its predicted convergence point, “holding” those th
may depend on the still-to-be fetched correct-path instructio
using register place-holders. When the branch resolves, the c
rect-path instructions are fetched into pre-allocated window spa
and executed and the dependence place-holders are released.
per avoids re-rename and re-dispatch but delays some CI inst
tions even when the branch would have been correctly predicted
the common case even for low confidence branches.

This paper proposes Ginger, a microarchitecture that perfor
reactive CI in a general and bandwidth efficient way. Ginger com
bines aspects of these previous schemes with a different imp
mentation of out-of-order renaming: tag rewriting [31]. Like
Skipper, Ginger proactively identifies low-confidence branch
and reserves window space for control-dependent instructions.
Ginger does this only to simplify resource management, it fetch
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and executes speculatively and does not delay any CI instructions.
Like Walker, Ginger reacts to mis-predictions by physically
squashing the wrong-path instructions and replacing them with
correct-path ones. And like Walker and SBR, Ginger re-dispatches
CI instructions whose inputs have changed from a recovery buffer.
However, Ginger performs out-of-order renaming differently.
After selective instruction removal and insertion, Ginger tempo-
rarily halts the pipeline. Co-opting the map table read ports nor-
mally used for renaming, the issue queue write ports normally used
for dispatch, and the issue queue associative match ports normally
used for scheduler wakeup, Ginger walks (a subset of) the logical
registers and rewrites the input dependences of instructions as they
sit in the issue queue and the recovery buffer. After this proce-
dure—which usually takes a few cycles—processing resumes with
all data dependences linked correctly. Ginger supports reactive CI
in general cases, does not walk all CI instructions to do so, and
leverages existing hardware.

Beyond out-of-order renaming, supporting CI potentially
requires invasive changes to other aspects of the pipeline. Insertion
and removal of instructions into and from the middle of the win-
dow may require modified resource allocation schemes. CI may
also require new store-load forwarding and memory-disambigua-
tion mechanisms, as conventional mechanisms rely on in-order
load-store queues. CI also interferes with conventional branch pre-
dictors, which assume complete and correct histories of previous
branch outcomes. CI can even introduce false branch mis-predic-
tions. Nested or otherwise simultaneously active instances of CI
further complicate each of these aspects. Each previously proposed
CI design explicitly addresses some subset of these challenges.
Ginger uses conventional resource allocation, adapts recently pro-
posed load-store queue designs for CI-aware store-load forwarding
and memory disambiguation, and adds support for CI-aware
branch prediction and false mis-prediction suppression.

Experiments using the SPECint2000, MediaBench and Com-
mBench benchmark suites show that Ginger exploits CI more
effectively than re-implementations of these previously proposed
schemes. On a 4-way issue processor with a 512-entry re-order
buffer and a large branch predictor, Ginger produces average
speedups of 5%, 12%, and 11% over a conventional non-CI base-
line; with speedups higher than 15% on 11 of 46 programs.

The main contributions of this paper are:
• An out-of-order renaming design using tag rewriting.
• Ginger, a microarchitecture that uses this low-overhead out-of-

order renaming scheme to exploit CI.
• An evaluation that compares Ginger to three previously-pro-

posed CI schemes.

2. CONTROL INDEPENDENCE (CI)
This section uses an example to illustrate the differenc

between four CI designs: Walker [22], SBR [8], Skipper [4] an
Ginger. Figure 1 shows a code sequence comprising 7 instructi
(A–G) and 3 branches (A, B and G). Branch A is low-confidenc
and is the one to which CI is applied. Instructions B–D are contro
dependent (CD) on branch A; E–G are control independent (CI)
it. Branch A’s convergence PC is E, its convergence distance
three instructions, and its register output set—the registers t
may be written by its CD instructions along any path—is r2 and r
We assume the processor is given or can predict these three qu
ties [4, 7]. A’s CI instructions can be further sub-categorized. E
data-independent of A (CIDI)—it does not read (either directly or
transitively) any register written by A’s CD instructions. F and G
are data-dependent (CIDD)—F reads r2 which is written by CD
instruction C, and G reads r3 which is written by F. The runnin
example assumes that A is mis-predicted not-taken and that B
are wrong-path CD instructions.

2.1.  Walker
Walker is a CI design that repairs and re-dispatches CIDD

instructions by re-renaming all CI instructions.
Figure 2A shows the state of the processor when branch

mis-prediction is detected. Instructions A–G are in the window.
addition to the active map table, the processor has a recov
checkpoint for A. In Figure 2B, Walker restores A’s recover
checkpoint and selectively squashes wrong-path CD instructio
B–D by resetting the dispatch pointer. Walker supports bo
removal and insertion of instructions from and into the middle
the window. If A instead were mis-predicted taken, B–D would b
spliced into the window and renamed using the restored map-ta

Removing C changes the definition of r2 with respect
instruction F and so F’s dependence on r2 must be repaired. I
has already issued it must re-issue with this repaired input, as m
G which depends on F. In Figure 2C, Walker walks A’s CI instruc

Figure 2. Walker and SBR action diagrams.

A: br p1,E
B: nop
C: p6=p3
D: p7=p2
E: p8=p1+1
F: p9= p7+p8
G: br p9,L

MT:p8:p7:p9

convert/re-dispatch
convert/re-dispatch

convert

re-dispatch
re-dispatch

MT:r1,r2,r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

A: br p1,E
B: br p2,D
C: p6=p1+1
D: p7=p6+1
E: p8=p1+1
F: p9=p7+p8
G: br p9,L

MT:p8,p7,p9
rA:p1,p2,p3

abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

A: br p1,E

E: p8=p1+1
F: p9=p7+p8
G: br p9,L

MT:p1,p2,p3
abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

squash
squash
squash

restore recA

A: br p1,E

E: p8=p1+1
F: p9= p2+p8
G: br p9,L

MT:p8,p2,p9
abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

re-rename/re-dispatch
re-rename/re-dispatch

re-rename

rA:p1,p2,p3
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A) Setup B) Selective squash C) CI re-rename, CIDD re-dispatch D) CD convert, CD, CIDD re-dispatch
ckpt recA free recA

Walker SBR

Figure 1. CI code example and terminology.

A: br r1,E

B: br r2,D

C: r3=r1+1

D: r2=r3+1

E: r1=r1+1
F: r3=r2+r1
G: br r3,L

B,C & D arecontrol-dependent (CD) on A

A’s convergence PC is E

A’s convergence distance is 3 instructions

A’s register output setis (r2, r3)

E,F & G arecontrol-independent (CI) of A

E isdata-independent (CIDI)

F & G aredata-dependent (CIDD)
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tions E–G, re-renames them, and selectively and transitively re-
dispatches F and G. Re-renaming differs from (initial) renaming in
that it only fixes input dependences, it does not re-assign outputs.

Pros and cons.Walker is reactive—it does not slow down the
common case of the branch being correctly predicted—and can
exploit CI in general cases. Its disadvantage is that it consumes
bandwidth re-renaming CIDI instructions.

2.2.  Selective Branch Recovery (SBR)
SBR is a reactive CI scheme that supports only selective

instruction removal—it could not exploit CI if A were mis-pre-
dicted taken and B–D had to be inserted. Removal-only CI—also
called exact convergence—occurs naturally in ‘if-then’ (no ‘else’)
conditionals and some loops. It can also be induced in some cases.

Figure 2D shows SBR’s actions. When branch A mis-predicts,
SBR repairs CIDD instruction input dependences not by re-linking
their physical register tags, but rather by converting register-writ-
ing wrong-path CD instructions into special moves and re-dis-
patching them. SBR converts C into a move that copies the value in
the physical register mapped to r3prior to C (p3) to the register
mapped to r3by C (p6). D becomes a move from p2 to p7. C, D,
and CIDD instructions F and G re-dispatch from a recovery buffer.

Pros and cons.SBR is simple. Its drawbacks are its limited
applicability and the fact that it consumes bandwidth re-dispatch-
ing and re-issuing wrong-path CD instructions as moves. These
moves also add dataflow latency.

2.3.  Skipper
Skipper is a proactive CI microarchitecture. Unlike Walker,

SBR and Ginger—which repair mis-predictions after the fact—
Skipper side-steps mis-predictions. Skipper identifies a low-confi-
dence branch and defers fetching its CD instructions until its out-
come is known. In the meantime, it fetches and executes its CI
instructions. When the branch executes, the correct-path CD
instructions dispatch into pre-allocated window space. To avoid
dependence repair and re-issue, Skipper pre-synchronizes CIDD
instructions by allocating physical register place-holders to the
branch’s output-set registers. After the correct-path CD instruc-
tions dispatch, Skipper dispatches additional moves that write the
place-holder registers and release the waiting CIDD instructions.

Pros and cons.Skipper does not need re-rename/re-dispatch
machinery and does not waste bandwidth on wrong-path CD
instructions. However, it delays CIDD instructions until the branch
executes even when that branch is correctly predicted. In doing so,

it also uses issue queue space inefficiently. These overheads m
Skipper profitable only on branches that mis-predict frequently.

2.4.  Ginger
Ginger—the architecture we propose here—combines e

ments of these previously proposed techniques. Like Walker
supports general reactive CI—it can both selectively remove a
insert CD instructions—and does so by physically re-linking th
input dependences of CIDD instructions. Like Walker and SBR,
Ginger selectively re-dispatches CIDD instructions from a recovery
buffer. And like Skipper, it takes proactive steps when dispatchi
a low-confidence branch to simplify future selective recovery.

Figure 3 shows the actions taken by Ginger. When Ginger d
patches branch A, it predicts its convergence PC (E) and dista
(3 instructions). Ginger continues fetching and executing specu
tively, but actively looks for E. When E renames, if A has not ye
resolved and if there is enough space in the window for A’s alte
nate path instructions—here, because A is predicted not-ta
additional window space is not needed—then Ginger sets
potential selective-squash recovery for A by taking a second m
table checkpoint. In Figure 3A, branch A has two checkpoints
the conventional recovery checkpoint (recA) that was taken afte
was renamed, and the CI checkpoint (ciA) that was taken before
convergence PC (E) was renamed.

When A mis-predicts (Figure 3B), Ginger checkpoints the cu
rent map table (recG) so that it can return to it later. It also resto
A’s recovery checkpoint (recA) and resets the dispatch pointer
A, effectively squashing wrong-path CD instructions B–D. If A
were instead mis-predicted taken, Ginger would dispatch corre
path CD instructions B–D into the pre-allocated gap.

When CD instruction removal and insertion completes, Ging
temporarily halts the pipeline and walks A’s register output set (
and r3). For each register, Ginger reads the old mapping from
CI checkpoint and the new mapping from the active map table a
performs a search-and-replace on the input tags of every instr
tion in the issue queue and recovery buffer. The issue queu
existing wakeup match lines and dispatch write lines are co-op
to perform this function. In parallel, Ginger also updates all log
cally younger map-table checkpoints. In Figure 3C, tag rewritin
for r2 replaces all instances of p7 with p2. r2’s “successful” ta
rewrite for instruction F flags F for re-dispatch. Checkpoint recG
r2 entry is also re-written. In Figure 3D, tag rewriting for r3
replaces instances of p6 with p3, but no instructions or map-ta
checkpoints are affected.
Figure 3. Ginger Action Diagrams.

A: br p1,E
B: br p2,D
C: p6=p1+1
D: p7=p6+1
E: p8=p1+1
F: p9=p7+p8
G: br p9,L

MT:p8,p7,p9
rA:p1,p2,p3

abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

cA:p1,p7,p6

A: br p1,E

E: p8=p1+1
F: p9=p7+p8
G: br p9,L

rG:p8,p7,p9

MT:p1,p2,p3
abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

cA:p1,p7,p6

squash
squash
squash

restore recA

ckpt recG

A: br p1,E

E: p8=p1+1
F: p9= p2+p8
G: br p9,L

rG:p8, p2 ,p9

MT:p1,p2,p3
abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

cA:p1,p7,p6
update

A: br p1,E

E: p8=p1+1
F: p9=p2+p8
G: br p9,L

MT:p8,p2,p9
abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

restore recG

free ciA

re-dispatch
re-dispatch

update/mark

A) Protection setup B) Selective squash C) Tag rewrite r2 (p7→p2) E) Selective re-dispatch

D
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ckpt recA
ckpt ciA

rA:p1,p2,p3 free recA

A: br p1,E

E: p8=p1+1
F: p9=p2+p8
G: br p9,L

rG:p8,p2,p9

MT:p1,p2,p3
abc r1:r2:r3

Insn Window

Map Tables

cA:p1,p7,p6

D) Tag rewrite r3
rG:p8,p2,p9 free recG
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In Figure 3E, tag re-writing completes. Ginger restores the tail
map table checkpoint (recG), and frees A’s recovery and CI check-
points (recA and ciA). Ginger also re-activates the front-end pipe-
line and the scheduler, which restarts with all dependences re-
linked correctly. F and G then re-dispatch from a recovery buffer.

Pros and cons.Ginger can apply reactive CI in general cases
and consumes re-rename/re-dispatch bandwidth in proportion to
the sum of the branch’s CIDD instructions and output set registers
rather than to its CI instructions, which are typically much more
numerous. However, tag rewriting consumes issue bandwidth, and
Ginger uses more map-table checkpoints than the other schemes.

3. GINGER MICROARCHITECTURE
This section fleshes out the Ginger design which was sketched

in Section 2.4. Section 3.1 describes Ginger’s large instruction
window support. Sections 3.2–3.7 describe Ginger’s core mecha-
nisms including tag rewriting and selective re-dispatch. Sections
3.8–3.9 describe Ginger’s interactions with branch prediction.

3.1.  Large Instruction Window
Ginger improves the utilization of a large instruction window

and also needs a large window to operate effectively. The critical
structures of a large window are the register file, load-store queue
(LSQ), issue queue, and register map table checkpoints—the re-
order buffer (ROB) itself is not critical. Register file latency can be
controlled using replication and hidden by deeper bypass net-
works; Ginger uses scalable designs for the LSQ, issue queue.

To simplify resource management, Ginger assumes that there
are the same numbers of ROB entries, LSQ entries, and renaming
registers. Ginger allocates and de-allocates ROB, LSQ, and physi-
cal register file entries together—potentially in large chunks—by
adding to or subtracting from a single pointer which corresponds
to a position in the ROB, LSQ, and register free list.

Load-store queue.Scaling a traditional associative LSQ is
difficult. Associative search latency both scales poorly and shows
up as load execution latency due to store-load forwarding. Ginger
uses a non-associative LSQ which scales more easily and meshes
with its tag-rewriting implementation of out-of-order renaming.

For store-load forwarding, Ginger uses store queue index pre-
diction (SQIP) [25]. At decode, a forwarding predictor maps each
load to the PC of the most likely forwarding store. A rename stage
store map table maps each store PC to the store queue index of its
most recent dynamic instance. The store map table is analogous to
the register map table, and is checkpointed and recovered in paral-
lel. The scheduler uses the store queue index as a tag to synchro-
nize the load with the store. When the load executes, it accesses the
store queue directly at this predicted index and forwards from the
store on an address match. To verify forwarding speculation, loads
re-execute in order prior to commit. Mis-speculation is detected
when the re-executed value does not match the value obtained dur-
ing out-of-order execution [3]. To conserve data cache bandwidth,
the store vulnerability window (SVW) mechanism filters over 99%
of would-be re-executions [24].

Issue queue.Ginger improves the utilization of a large win-
dow and also uses selective re-issue; both factors prefer a larger
issue queue. Physically scaling the issue queue is difficult because
performance is sensitive to wakeup/select loop latency. Ginger
avoids increasing issue queue latency using a hierarchical scheme

that combines a small conventional issue queue with a ROB-siz
re-dispatch queue. Section 3.6 describes this organization in de

Map-table checkpoints. Processors use map-table check
points to support fast mis-prediction recovery. Checkpoints a
more important in CI processors than they are in conventional p
cessors. A conventional processor serializes mis-predictio
reducing the marginal utility of additional checkpoints. A CI pro
cessor parallelizes mis-predictions, preserving and even enhan
marginal checkpoint utility. In Ginger, checkpoints are not on
more important than they are in a conventional processor, they
also more expensive. First, tag rewriting requires updating t
checkpoints which precludes shadow bit-cell implementation
Then, to apply selective-squash recovery to a given branch Gin
needs two checkpoints, not one. Finally, SQIP requires store m
table checkpoints in addition to register map-table checkpoin
Ginger uses branch confidence to manage a limited number
checkpoints efficiently [1].

3.2.  Setup and Branch Protection
To exploit CI for—i.e., to apply selective squash recovery to—

a given branch, Ginger must explicitly protect the branch by spec
latively performing certain setup tasks when the branch itself a
the instruction at its convergence PC are initially renamed.

When Ginger renames a low-confidence branch, it allocate
map-table checkpoint to it to enable fast full-squash recovery. T
checkpoint, which even conventional processors take, is therecov-
ery checkpoint. Ginger also predicts the branch’s convergence P
and distance and waits for the instruction at the convergence PC
arrive at rename. At that time, if the branch has not executed
and if there is enough space in the window for the branch’s alt
nate-path CD instructions Ginger reserves window space and ta
a second map-table checkpoint. This Ginger-specific checkpoin
the CI checkpoint. Map-table checkpointing and window-spac
reservation are one-cycle operations that do not consume inst
tion processing bandwidth.

If there is no space in the window for the alternate-path C
instructions, or if Ginger renames more instructions than the p
dicted convergence distance, protection setup fails and selec
squash recovery is not applied to this branch.

Protecting nested branches.To simplify protection setup and
resource allocation, Ginger protects nested low-confiden
branches in a restricted way. In Figure 1, branch B is nested wit
branch A’s CD region. After Ginger renames A, it waits for A’s
predicted convergence PC (E) to rename. As long as it is activ
looking for E, Ginger does not try to independently protect B.
A’s setup succeeds, then A’s CI checkpoint will also protect B—
although if B mis-predicts Ginger selectively squashes A’s C
instructions (C and D), not B’s CD instruction (C). If A setup fails
neither A nor B is protected.

3.3.  Selective Squash Recovery
When a protected branch mis-predicts, Ginger redirects fe

to the branch’s actual target PC. While the correct-path C
instructions are fetched, Ginger drains the front-end pipeline
which is full of younger CI instructions—by renaming and dis
patching the instructions into the tail of the window. A conven
tional processor would discard these instructions; Ginger preser
them. When the protected branch’s correct-path CD instructio
are ready for rename and dispatch, Ginger checkpoints the c
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rently active map-table so that it can return to it after selective
recovery. It then removes the wrong-path CD instructions, restores
the branch’s map-table recovery checkpoint, and resets the ROB,
LSQ, and register free list pointers to the slot immediately follow-
ing the branch. The correct-path CD instructions are renamed
using the restored recovery map-table and dispatch to the window.

3.4.  Tag Rewriting
After removing the wrong-path CD instructions and inserting

the correct-path CD instructions, Ginger repairs the input data
dependences of the younger CIDD instructions. More accurately, it
attempts to repair the input data dependences ofall younger CI
instructions and recognizes those whose inputs actually change as
CIDD instructions. Ginger also updates any logically younger map
tables that may be used to rename future instructions.

At the end of selective-squash recovery, Ginger has two map
tables that correspond to the beginning of the protected branch’s CI
region. The CI checkpoint, taken before the branch’s convergence
PC was initially renamed, contains the “old” mappings. The recov-
ery checkpoint, taken after the branch itself was initially renamed
and subsequently restored and updated with the mappings of the
correct-path CD instructions, contains the “new” mappings. Logi-
cally, tag rewriting walks these two map tables in parallel and for
every register for which the mappings differ performs an old-to-
new-mapping “search-and-replace” operation. The walk over all
logical registers can be streamlined to a walk over registers whose
mappings differ by tracking the destination registers of actual
wrong-path and correct-path CD instructions using a bitvector.

To perform tag rewriting, Ginger uses existing structures and
ports that are otherwise used for rename, dispatch, and wakeup.
Logically, it is easy to think of Ginger as completely halting the
pipeline while it rewrites tags and we will continue to present it
this way for now. However, Ginger can also rewrite tags at less-
than-full pipeline bandwidth and perform conventional processing
with the remaining bandwidth. Section 3.6 discusses this trade-off.

Issue queue tag rewriting. A conventional issue queue
already includes tag search-and-replace capabilities. The scheduler
uses tag match (“search”) lines for wakeup. Dispatch uses tag
write (“replace”) lines to write new instructions into the issue
queue. Ginger implements tag rewriting in the issue queue by com-
bining these two functions. Ginger broadcasts the old-mapping tag
on the wakeup match lines. On a match, the corresponding tag and
its ready bit are overwritten by the new-mapping tag and its ready
bit currently on the write lines. The ready bit for the new-mapping
tag is retrieved by reading the physical register ready bitvector.

To support tag rewriting, issue queue tags are extended to
include logical—in addition to physical—register names. This is
done to disambiguate the situation in which two logical registers
essentially swap physical register mappings. Suppose r2’s old/new
mappings are p7/p9 while r3’s are the reverse—because Ginger
associates physical registers with ROB slots this scenario can arise
naturally. If tag rewriting used only physical register names, then
Ginger would first replace all instances of p7 with p9, and then p9
instances with p7. This would not achieve the desired effect. With
extended tags, Ginger first replaces instances of r2:p7 with r2:p9
and then r3:p9 instances with r3:p7.

Map-table tag rewriting. To allow new instructions to be
renamed correctly, tag rewriting updates all map tables that are
logically younger than the branch’s convergence point. The active

map-table is the branch’s updated recovery map-table—itis at the
branch’s convergence point—and so the map-tables that mus
updated are all technically checkpoints.

Re-writing a given logical register requires reading and writin
the entry for that logical register in all checkpoints, and so th
checkpoints are organized as a single, wide structure with multi
banks. In addition to creation/restoration ports, the wide chec
point contains one read port and one write port for every regis
tag rewrite performed per cycle. Each read port also feeds a sha
bus that all banks observe. Each bank is associated with two s
nals. TheCI signal is high for the bank corresponding to the old
mapping CI checkpoint. TheRWsignal is high for all banks corre-
sponding to checkpoints younger than the active map table. Gin
computes these signals before every tag rewriting phase. For e
re-written logical register, the CI bank and all RW banks read t
corresponding physical register tag. The CI bank’s tag is broadc
on the shared bus. Each RW bank locally compares its tag with
CI tag. If the tags match, then the physical register tag from t
active map table is written into the checkpoint bank.

Figures 4 shows working examples of map-table tag rewritin
The mappings are those from Figures 3C and 3D. Each diagr
shows the active map-table and two checkpoints: A’s CI chec
point (ciA) and the ROB tail checkpoint (recG). Checkpoint rec
is younger than the active map-table and is the checkpoint be
re-written—its bank’s RW signal is 1. In Figure 4A, Ginger ta
rewrites r2, replacing instances of p7 (checkpoint ciA’s mappin
with p2 (active map-table’s mapping). Checkpoint recG is write
enabled because its own mapping for r2 matches p7. In 4B, Gin
rewrites r3, replacing p6 with p3. This time, checkpoint recG is n
write-enabled because its own mapping for r3 is p9, not p6.

Re-order buffer tag rewriting. Instructions store the physical
register tags overwritten by their destination logical registers
their ROB entries to support both serial mis-prediction recove
and physical register reclamation at commit. As a result, physi
register tags must be rewritten in the ROB as well. To do this, G
ger adds associative match/replace ports to the ROB. Because
rewriting is not latency-critical, the ROB can be segmented wi
these ports pipelined to traverse one segment per cycle [9].

Freeing map-table checkpoints.When tag rewriting com-
pletes, Ginger frees the branch’s CI checkpoint. Ginger also free
branch’s recovery and CI checkpoints if the branch executes a
resolves correctly. Nested Ginger-protected branches essent
share a single CI checkpoint, and so this checkpoint is freed o
when the last in a group of nested protected branches executes

Figure 4. Ginger map-table tag re-writing.
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3.5.  Selective Re-Dispatch
Tag rewriting ensures that CIDD instructions that have not yet

issued will issue with the correct register inputs. But what about
CIDD instructions that have already issued and left the issue
queue? How are these notified of tag changes and re-dispatched?

Ginger implements this functionality using a hierarchical
approach. A conventional issue queue, which is small enough to
support single-cycle wakeup/select, issues instructions to the func-
tional units. A secondaryre-dispatch queuethat contains all in-
flight instructions in program order re-dispatches CIDD instruc-
tions to the issue queue. Ginger’s re-dispatch queue resembles
SBR’s recovery queue and other previously proposed designs [1, 8,
17, 29]. It differs from these in that it supports associative match-
ing which it uses for both tag rewriting and re-dispatch pseudo-
scheduling. It also uses a segmented pipelined design [9].

Re-dispatch mechanics. Instruction re-dispatch uses a
pseudo-scheduler that is based on propagated tag changes rather
than availability of physical register operands. This functionality
means re-dispatch queue entries are slightly different than their
issue queue counterparts—they do not have per-operand ready
bits, instead they have per instruction re-dispatch bits. A set re-dis-
patch bit means the instruction should be selected for re-dispatch.

Instructions initially dispatch to the issue queue. As they issue,
they are written into the re-dispatch queue at slots corresponding to
their ROB positions. The re-dispatch queue monitors tag changes
and applies them in the same way as the issue queue. A successful
tag change sets the instruction’s re-dispatch bit, marking it for
future re-dispatch. Every cycle, the re-dispatch scheduler selects
instructions whose re-dispatch bits are set and re-dispatches them.
It broadcasts the destination tags of these instructions to the re-dis-
patch queue, waking up dependent instructions and setting their re-
dispatch bits.

Re-dispatching instructions clear the physical register ready
bitvector entries corresponding to their destinations. However, they
do not “un-wakeup” dependent instructions that may still reside in
the issue queue because doing so would consume wakeup band-
width. As a result, there is a gap of vulnerability that manifests
when an instruction X re-issues after a dependent instruction Y
issues for the first time. Y issues with the wrong input value (from
X’s initial execution) and when it enters the re-dispatch queue, it is
not marked for re-dispatch because X’s re-dispatch and wakeup
has already taken place. To close this hole, Ginger maintains a per
physical register re-dispatch bitvector. A set entry in this bitvector
indicates that the instruction writing the physical register has re-
dispatched but has not yet re-issued. Re-dispatch sets entries in this
bitvector, re-issue clears them. As instructions enter the re-dis-
patch queue, they read the re-dispatch bitvector entries correspond-
ing to their input operands. If a re-dispatch bit forany input is set,
the instruction enters the re-dispatch queue with its re-dispatch bit
pre-set. The re-dispatch bitvector is analogous to the ready bitvec-
tor used by the primary scheduler to track instructions that are
ready to issue upon dispatch.

Figure 5 shows the structures and paths Ginger uses to imple-
ment selective re-dispatch. The figure shows a scalar rename, dis-
patch, and issue pipeline for a 2-input 1-output instruction. Re-
dispatch contends with primary dispatch. Ginger awards the dis-
patch slot based on the relationship of the active dispatch pointer to
the ROB position of the re-dispatching instruction—oldest wins. In

most ways, a re-dispatching instruction is indistinguishable from
dispatching instruction. It reads the ready bits corresponding to
inputs, clears the ready bit corresponding to its output, and is w
ten into the issue queue. However, it also sets the re-dispatch
corresponding to its output and broadcasts its output tag to the
dispatch queue. On issue, it broadcasts its output tag to the is
queue, sets the ready bit corresponding to its output and also cle
the re-dispatch bit corresponding to its output.

Re-dispatch queue design.Because it contains as many slot
as the ROB and because the CIDD instructions it affects are not
performance-critical, the re-dispatch queue is implemented le
aggressively than the issue queue. Ginger’s default 512-instruct
re-dispatch queue is divided into eight 64-instruction segments a
tag broadcast is pipelined over these segments starting at the h
[9]. Waking tag-rewriting an instruction in the oldest segmen
takes 1 cycle, waking an instruction in the youngest segment ta
8 cycles. Instructions that young can typically tolerate this delay

Managing issue queue slots using re-dispatch.Ginger pre-
allocates ROB and LSQ slots, and physical registers to the alt
nate path CD instructions of protected branches. However, it do
not pre-allocate issue queue entries. Situations can arise in wh
logically older correct-path CD instructions are blocked from di
patching because all issue queue entries are held by logic
younger instructions. In the rare situation when an un-execu
wrong-path CD instruction with a large output dependence tree
removed from the window, deadlock can result. To avoid deadlo
without resorting to squashing large portions of the window—an
to avoid having to distinguish deadlock from more benign scen
ios—Ginger can temporarily evict instructions from the issu
queue by sending them to the re-dispatch queue with their re-d
patch bit pre-set. This simple option is not triggered often.

3.6. Partial-Bandwidth Rewriting and Re-Dispatch
To this point, tag rewriting was presented as operating at f

rename/dispatch/issue bandwidth and selective re-dispatch at
dispatch bandwidth. In practice, Ginger can perform tag rewritin
at less than full bandwidth and use the remaining bandwidth
conventional instruction processing. Similarly, re-dispatch can
performed at less than full dispatch bandwidth. Tag rewriting a
re-dispatch can even be performed at different bandwidths. Part
bandwidth rewriting and re-dispatch do not generally degrade p
formance because CIDD instructions are not performance critical
In fact, because of this they may even improve performance. Th
also allow the re-dispatch queue and the ROB to be provision
with fewer associative match ports.

Partial-bandwidth tag rewriting requires a few modifications
the map table and checkpoints. Under full-bandwidth re-writin
the active map table explicitly contains the “new” mappings an

Figure 5. Ginger selective re-dispatch.
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does not need to be updated. If partial-bandwidth rewriting is used,
the new mappings will be in one of the checkpoints and the active
map-table may need to be updated as well. This configuration
requires an additional signal per checkpoint bank to explicitly
identify the new mapping checkpoint. It also requires copies of the
tag-rewriting logic—the comparators and write enable signals—in
the active map table. The active map table does not need additional
read or write ports, however, because rewriting uses the ports that
are not used by instructions renaming.

Partial-bandwidth tag rewriting allows the map table check-
points to be provisioned with fewer read and write ports, and the
ROB and re-dispatch queue to be provisioned with fewer pipelined
associative match/replace ports. Because the re-dispatch queue
match/replace ports are used both for tag rewriting and re-dispatch
scheduling, providing fewer of these ports also reduces re-dispatch
bandwidth. Ginger’s default configuration uses 4-way rename, dis-
patch, and issue and 2-way tag-rewriting and re-dispatch.

3.7.  Load Tag-Rewriting and Re-Dispatch
The re-dispatch queue re-dispatches all types of instructions

and their dependents. In the presence of selective recovery, ensur-
ing that instructions ultimately execute with the correct inputs
requires a mechanism that repairs input data dependences and, in
the process, identifies the first wave of instructions that must re-
dispatch. For register dependences, tag rewriting is that mecha-
nism. But loads may also have an implicit input in the form of an
older in-flight store. When Ginger removes stores from the middle
of the window and inserts others, affected loads must be identified
and marked for re-dispatch.

Store queue index prediction (SQIP) [25] makes store-load
forwarding look mechanically like speculative register communi-
cation. Store PCs are the analogs of logical register names. Store
queue indices are the analogs of physical register names. The store
map table, which maps store PCs to store queue indices, is the ana-
log of the register map table. Therefore Ginger identifies loads that
must re-dispatch using the analog of register tag rewriting. A
bitvector tracks the store PCs (actually store map table indices) of
wrong- and correct- path CD stores. Ginger walks this bitvector
and uses the active store map table and the CI store map table
checkpoint to perform store tag rewriting, replacing every instance
of the old store queue index mapping with the new store queue
index mapping and marking affected loads for re-dispatch.

SQIP is speculative and so store tag rewriting is as well. SQIP
is verified and trained by SVW-filtered load re-execution prior to
commit [3, 24]. In training SQIP’s dependence predictor, SVW
also effectively trains the store tag rewriting mechanism. SVW
also verifies store tag rewriting by verifying the memory commu-
nication of the committed instruction stream. However, to support
re-execution filtering for forwarding loads in the presence of out-
of-order store removal, SVW needs a small extension. Under in-
order SQIP, SVW filters re-executions for a forwarding load if the
store queue index of the predicted forwarding store matches the
store queue index of the last store to write to the load’s address as
recorded in the SVW bloom filter. With CI, a load can forward
from a store, that store could be selectively-squashed and replaced
with another store at the same store queue index and this new store
may write an address that hashes to the same SVW bloom filter
entry. Unmodified SVW would believe that the load forwarded
from the correct store and forgo re-execution even though the load

actually forwarded from the store that was squashed. To close
hole, SVW checks not only that the load forwarded from the rig
store queue index, but also that it executed after the forward
store. This is done by extending both LSQ and SVW bloom filt
entries with short physical time-stamps.

3.8.  CI-Aware Branch Prediction
Many modern branch predictors rely on global branch histo

that is in-order, complete, and correct with respect to a giv
branch. Selective squash recovery intuitively interferes with th
basic setup and, as a result, can potentially degrade the accurac
global history based schemes. It would be counter-productive
Ginger induced more mis-predictions than it tolerated.

As an illustration, assume branch A from Figure 1 is initiall
predicted not-taken. When branch G is fetched, it is predicted w
a history that includes a not-taken outcome for A and some o
come for branch B. If A is mis-predicted and selectively-recov
ered, then the G’s history changes to have a taken outcome fo
and no outcome at all for B. Should G be re-predicted with th
new history? Which global history should G use to update the p
dictor: the one with which it was predicted or the correct one?

Walker repairs the global history and re-predicts branches a
re-renames all CI instructions. Skipper uses a history of committ
branches for both prediction and update, a policy that does
require on-the-fly history updates or re-prediction, but which int
itively forfeits accuracy by ignoring correlations with nearb
branches. SBR does not specify its policy. Ginger excludes the o
comes of protected branches from the global history. In the exa
ple, Ginger simply predicts branch G with branches A and
missing from its history. Ginger does this by checkpointing the hi
tory when branch A is initially fetched and using that history from
A’s convergence point (E) onwards. Excluding branches who
outcomes (or mere presence) in the global history may chan
avoids the need for on-the-fly global history updates. In tur
avoiding history updates avoids the need to re-predict branch
This scheme preserves prediction accuracy in the common c
that a branch is not correlated with older protected branches—i
is not correlated with A or B. It is also equivalent to the conven
tional contiguous-history scheme when Ginger is not actively use

Empirically, most branches prefer CI-aware history to contig
ous history. However, branches with strong correlations to old
protected branches do not. To avoid degrading prediction accur
of these branches, Ginger backs up the CI-aware history predic
with a contiguous-history predictor and extends the choos
accordingly. The backup table can be small because the numbe
branches that prefer contiguous history is small and because
important correlations for these branches are nearby.

3.9.  Suppressing False Mis-Predictions
Selective-squash recovery can induce false mis-predictions

correctly predicted branch that is CIDD on an older mis-predicted
branch may initially execute with wrong inputs and trigger a spu
ous squash. When the older branch executes and initiates selec
recovery, the younger branch re-executes with correct inputs a
triggers a second squash. In Figure 1, branch G is CIDD on branch
A and is vulnerable to false mis-predictions. Note, only C
schemes that use re-issue are vulnerable to false mis-predicti
Skipper does not suffer from false mis-predictions because
avoids re-issue by pre-synchronizing CIDD instructions.
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False mis-predictions primarily represent a lost opportunity.
The cost of a selective-squash for an older mis-prediction plus a
false selective- or full- squash for a younger correctly predicted
branch should be less than the cost of a full-squash for the older
branch. But false mis-predictions can also actively degrade perfor-
mance, for instance when selective recovery from a mis-predicted
branch with a resolution latency of 20 cycles triggers a false mis-
prediction on a branch with a resolution latency of 40 cycles.

Identifying branches that are vulnerable to false mis-predic-
tions and delaying their execution until it becomes completely
non-speculative often has the negative side-effect of delaying the
discovery of true mis-predictions. Ginger takes a more refined
approach. It identifies branches that experience more false mis-
predictions than true mis-predictions using a small, tagged table of
up-down counters that is updated at commit. It then synchronizes
these branches with only the immediately older Ginger-protected
branch and its re-issue wave. Synchronization with the older
branch is achieved by tagging the younger branch with the older
branch’s output physical register at rename—Ginger assigns phys-
ical registers to all instructions—and broadcasting that tag when
the older branch executes. Synchronization with the re-issue wave
is accomplished by holding the younger branch while tag rewriting
or wakeup is taking place in an older re-dispatch queue segment.

4. EVALUATION
We use cycle-level simulation to measure Ginger’s perfor-

mance. The timing simulator uses the SimpleScalar Alpha AXP
ISA and system call modules. Table 1 details its baseline configu-
ration and the added Ginger support. The benchmarks are the
SPECint2000, MediaBench and CommBench suites. The pro-
grams are compiled for Alpha EV6 using the Digital OSF compiler
with -O4 optimizations. Benchmarks run to completion: SPECint
programs on their training inputs with 2% periodic sampling; oth-
ers on their large or only inputs with no sampling.

The three benchmarks suites have 46 programs between th
Although we report averages across entire suites, space limits p
clude showing detailed data for all benchmarks. Figure 6 shows
branch mis-prediction rates for all benchmarks with bars brok
down by convergence distance. From here on, we show deta
results for the five benchmarks from each suite with the large
percentage of mis-predicted branches that converge within 2
instructions. In Figure 6, the names of these programs are in bo

4.1.  Comparative Performance
Figure 7 shows speedups for Ginger (G) and re-implemen

tions of Walker (W), SBR (S), and Skipper (K). The graph show
the selected benchmarks as well as the geometric mean (GM) o
each suite. Under each benchmark name is its baseline IPC and
potential speedup obtained with perfect branch prediction. Und
each bar is the percentage of mis-predicted branches to which C
successfully applied. For example,G:70 under the left-most bar
means that Ginger successfully applies selective squash reco
to 70% ofcrafty’s mis-predicted branches.

Speedups for competing schemes do not always match up w
originally reported numbers. This is largely due to baseline confi
uration differences. We have roughly reproduced the speed
reported in the original publications using the described configu
tions. The competing schemes are given the benefit of Ginge
support mechanisms: a large non-associative load-store queue
aware branch prediction, and false mis-prediction suppressi
Skipper is given Ginger’s re-dispatch buffer which it uses
improve its management of issue queue entries.

For additional insight, Figure 8 shows a breakdown of th
excess rename/dispatch bandwidth—defined as a slot used on
thing other than an instruction that is eventually committed—f
each CI scheme and for a conventional, non-CI processor. We
rename/dispatch rather than fetch bandwidth because CI op
tions like tag rewriting do not consume fetch bandwidth. Startin

Table 1. Baseline processor configuration and CI support.
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Pipeline 21 stages: 1 predict, 3 fetch, 4 decode, 1 rename, 1 dispatch, 1 schedule, 3 register read/bypass, 1 execute,r
write/complete, 1 SVW, 3 re-execute/write-buffer, 1 commit, 1 free. 18 cycle minimum branch mis-prediction p
alty. 4-way fetch, rename, issue (up to 4 simple integer, 2 complex integer/FP, 2 load, 1 store), and commit.

Instructionamir
window

512-entry re-order buffer and load-store queue. 576 physical registers. Indexed store-load forwarding uses a 4K
predictor [25] and 64-entry store map table. 64-entry issue queue. 16 register/store map table checkpoints.

Memorydrew
hierarchy

64KB, 4-way associative, 3-cycle instruction and data caches. 4MB, 16-way associative, 20-cycle L2. 150-cycle
memory. 16B memory bus operates at one-quarter core frequency. 16 outstanding misses.

Branch predictor 192Kb (24KB) 13-branch history 32K-entry gShare/bimodal hybrid. 4K-entry 4-way associative BTB, 32-entry

G
in

ge
r Confidence &

convergence
4K-entry path-insensitive confidence predictor [10]. Ginger setup attempted for branches that are less than 95%
dent. Convergence PCs and distances computed statically and communicated via hints which are discarded at

Re-dispatch 512-entry, 8-segment re-dispatch queue. 2-way tag-rewriting and re-dispatch.

Figure 6. Branch mispredction rate by cumulative convergence distance.
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at the bottom of each bar in the stack, a conventional processor
spends excess rename/dispatch bandwidth in three ways: (i) dis-
patching wrong-path instructions that are ultimately squashed, (ii)
stalled due to an empty fetch pipe, and (iii) stalled due to back-
pressure from a full re-order buffer or issue queue. With a 512-
entry re-order buffer, 64-entry issue queue, and realistic branch
prediction, the first two categories dominate most benchmarks. A
CI processor can spend excess rename/dispatch bandwidth in two
additional ways: (iv) re-dispatching CI instructions, and (v) chang-
ing tags (Ginger), re-dispatching CD instructions as moves (SBR),
or dispatching post CD region moves (Skipper).

Ginger. Ginger achieves average performance gains of 5% on
SPECint, 11% on Comm, and 12% on Media, with peaks of 27%
(vpr.p), 58% (reed.e), and 110% (adpcm.d). Ginger successfully
applies selective-squash recovery to 53% of all mis-predicted
branches, reducing the number of instructions squashed due to
mis-predictions (the bottom component of its excess dispatch
bandwidth bar). Ginger also wastes fewer dispatch slots waiting
for the front-end pipeline to fill after a mis-prediction. During
selective squash recovery Ginger drains the front-end pipeline into
the window rather than discarding those instructions.

Ginger performs selective recovery with low rename/dispatch
bandwidth overhead. This overhead is proportional to the number
of CIDD instructions (re-dispatch, black portion of each bar) plus
the size of mis-predicted branch’s actual—not conservatively spec-
ulative—register and store output set (tag rewriting, white portion

of each bar). As Figure 8 shows, these two componentscombined
are typically smaller than reductions in excess dispatch bandwi
spent on wrong-path instructionsalone. Because it both improves
window utilization and reserves window space for alternate-pa
CD instructions, Ginger can increase dispatch stalls due to a
ROB or issue queue (e.g.,vpr.r).

Walker. Because it requires fewer checkpoints per selecti
squash maneuver, Walker applies selective squash recovery
slightly more mis-predicted branches than does Ginger—56%
53% on average. However, Walker’s speedups are lower—1%, 7
and 4% on SPECint, Comm, and Media, with highs of 12% (vpr.p),
35% (reed.e), and 49% (adpcm.d)—primarily because it consumes
more rename/dispatch bandwidth to repair dependences. T
excess bandwidth is proportional to the number of CI instructio
and is seen in Figure 8 as the large black portions of Walker’s ba

Walker was initially evaluated on a 16-way processor in whic
re-renaming all CI instructions is less prohibitive. It obtained rel
tively greater speedups in that configuration.

SBR. Of the three previously-proposed schemes, SBR has
lowest overall speedups: 0.2% on SPECint, 5% for Comm, and 4
on Media with a peak of 35% (adpcm.dandreed.e). SBR’s origi-
nal evaluation used a 40-cycle minimum mis-prediction pena
and obtained higher speedups than shown here.

SBR applies selective recovery to fewer branches than G
ger—exact convergence occurs naturally in only 26% of mis-pr
dicted branches and our SBR re-implementation does not induc
Figure 7. Relative performance comparison: Ginger, Walker, SBR, and Skipper.
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Figure 8. Excess dispatch bandwidth breakdown: Baseline, Ginger, Walker, SBR, and Skipper.
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Even in exact convergence cases, tag-rewriting consumes less
bandwidth than re-dispatching wrong-path CD instructions as
moves. Tag rewriting also adds no dataflow delay.

On frag, SBR produces an apparent anomaly—a 3% speedup
with successful selective-squash recovery applied to 0% of mis-
predicted branches! In actuality, 0.2% of mis-predicted branches
are selectively recovered. Wrong-history branch predictor updates
for these branches constructively interfere and slightly improve
overall prediction accuracy. With a different predictor indexing
function, the same level of activity produces only a 0.3% speedup.

Skipper. Skipper’s speedups are –1% on SPECint, 8% on
Comm, and 9% on Media. It can produce dramatic gains (124% on
adpcm.dand 85% onreed.e) but also cause slowdowns (–12% on
crafty). Skipper applies CI to only 29% of mis-predicted branches.
Because skipping introduces delays even when the skipped branch
is correctly predicted, our experiments indicate that Skipper pro-
vides the best overall results when applied to branches that are
80% confident or less. In contrast, Ginger targets branches that are
less than 95% confident. The programs on which Skipper out-per-
forms the reactive CI schemes all have dynamically frequent
branches that mis-predict at a high rate. For instance,reed.e’s dom-
inant low-confidence branch is the back-edge of a small loop and is
frequently mis-predicted inside the skipped region. When these
extremely low-confidence branches are clustered, Skipper can
apply CI to more branches than Ginger (e.g.,adpcm.dand peg-
wit.d). Again, because it uses fewer map table checkpoints.

Our Skipper re-implementation obtains lower speedups than
originally reported because it uses an issue queue that is smaller
than the ROB. However, it does benefit from the ability to use the
re-dispatch queue to escape from local issue queue slot allocation
inversions. Without a re-dispatch queue and with a smaller-than-
ROB issue queue Skipper’s average speedups would drop to –4%,
6%, and 5%, respectively.

Discussion: proactive and hybrid Ginger. Ginger can also
operate in a proactive Skipper-like mode—skipping low-confi-
dence branches, filling in the correct-path CD instructions after the
branches resolves, and using tag-rewriting to update and re-dis-
patch CIDD instructions. Proactive Ginger is somewhat less effec-
tive than Skipper. Because Ginger does not pre-synchronize CIDD
instructions, it must re-dispatch them whenever it performs proac-
tive CI even if the branch is correctly predicted. Ginger can be aug-
mented with simple pre-synchronization support—based on
register ready bits rather than explicit move instructions—and this
support lets proactive Ginger slightly out-perform Skipper. How-

ever, reactive Ginger both out-performs proactive Ginger and do
not require the additional pre-synchronization support. A hybr
Ginger design which applies proactive CI to branches with ve
low confidence (less than 70%) and reactive CI to branches w
moderately low confidence (70–95%) is also possible and do
outperform both exclusive approaches. However, its relative
small gains over purely reactive Ginger—most mis-predicte
branches are 85–95% confident and so hybrid Ginger rar
applies proactive CI—do not justify the additional suppo
required for proactive CI and hybridization.

4.2.  Sensitivity: Ginger CI Mechanisms
This section evaluates the impact of three of Ginger’s C

mechanisms. Each graph in Figure 9 shows Ginger’s relative p
formance on two benchmarks and the mean from each suite.

Re-dispatch queue implementation.Figure 9A shows three
re-dispatch queue designs. Reducing re-dispatch bandwidth fr
2-way to 1-way reduces speedups by an average of 2–4%, hur
programs likeadpcm.ethat re-dispatch many CIDD instructions.
Ginger’s 2-way, 8-segment re-dispatch queue performs nearly
well as an idealized 4-way, 1-segment re-dispatch queue.

CI-aware branch prediction. Figure 9B measures the effec
of Ginger’s CI-aware branch prediction against a simple sche
that uses un-repaired in-order histories and an idealized sche
that predicts and updates each branch using an oracle in-order
tory—the history a conventional in-order fetch processor uses.

On average, Ginger’s CI-aware history scheme performs on
slightly better than the simple un-repaired in-order history schem
On several benchmarks, it performs slightly worse. Incrafty, for
instance, the backup contiguous-history table is undersized. T
benefit of the Ginger scheme is that it avoids the pathologies of u
repaired in-order histories, as is inmpeg2.d. CI-aware history can
actually out-perform oracle in-order history. By excluding certa
branches, it effectively extends the history length and allows mo
distant correlations to be exploited (e.g.,vpr.p).

False mis-prediction suppression.Figure 9C shows the
impact of Ginger’s false mis-prediction suppression mechanis
Also shown are configurations with no false mis-prediction su
pression and with oracle suppression. As in CI-aware branch p
diction, Ginger’s false mis-prediction suppression mechanism h
a small overall positive impact. Its main contribution is that it elim
inates pathological false mis-predictions that plague certain p
grams likeunepic. As the oracle suppression results show, there
potential for further improvement in this area.
Figure 9. Ginger mechanism sensistivity analysis.
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4.3.  Sensitivity: Baseline Configuration
Figure 10 shows the impact of six micro-architectural parame-

ters on Ginger’s relative performance.
Ginger speedups follow intuitive trends relative to re-order

buffer size (Figure 10A), pipeline bandwidth (10B), and pipeline
depth or minimum branch mis-prediction penalty (10C). Larger
windows and wider and deeper pipelines increase the number of
instruction slots lost to full-squash mis-prediction recovery.
Because the size of CD regions is fixed, are relatively larger num-
ber of CI instructions are spared by selective squash recovery and
the benefit of CI techniques in general—and of Ginger in particu-
lar—increases. A larger re-order buffer (10C) and a greater num-
ber of map-table checkpoints (10D) also allow Ginger to exploit CI
more aggressively and effectively.

Branch predictor configuration. Figure 10E shows Ginger
speedups on processors with three branch direction predictors: the
default 24KB, 13-branch history gShare/bimodal hybrid, a smaller
6KB 11-branch history version of the same, and a 32KB 32-branch
history piece-wise linear predictor [11]. Although in general the
intuition that a more accurate branch predictor reduces Ginger’s
effectiveness is true, there are exceptions. A better predictor may
improve the accuracy of branches that Ginger cannot protect more
(relatively) than the accuracy of protected branches, amplifying
Ginger’s effects. It may also increase the confidence of certain
branches above Ginger’s threshold and allow Ginger to allocate
checkpoints to branches that are more likely to mis-predict.
Finally, the piece-wise linear design itself is more naturally resis-
tant to out-of-order branch prediction effects and its accuracy
degrades less when it is used in a CI environment.

Issue queue size.Figure 10F shows the impact of issue queue
size on Ginger speedups. Ginger increases the effective size of the
instruction window and generally benefits from a larger issue

queue. However, Ginger also uses a hierarchical re-dispa
scheme which serves to temporarily enlarge the issue queue wh
ever a branch is selective-squash recovered. This effect can h
programs that are bound by small issue queue sizes, and can
produce higher relative speedups in such configurations (e.g.,drr).

5. RELATED WORK
A 1992 study [16] showed that an architecture that serializ

each instruction with all older mis-predicted branches (SP or SP
culative) has a fraction of the potential ILP as one that serializ
each instruction only with older mis-predicted branches on whi
it is control dependent (SP-CD-MF or SPeculative Control-Depe
dent Multiple-Flow). SP corresponds to conventional in-ord
rename architectures. SP-CD-MF corresponds to superscalar
architectures like Walker, SBR, Skipper, Ginger, and Trace Proc
sors [23], and to speculative thread architectures that paralle
branch mis-predictions like Multiscalar [28]. CD-MF correspond
to dataflow architectures, which execute non-speculatively in co
trol-dependence order [2].

Out-of-order renaming. Pre-synchronization based out-of
order renaming was first used in Multiscalar to support speculat
threads [28]. More recent designs have used it to hide instruct
cache miss latency [31], exploit proactive CI (Skipper) [4], para
lelize fetch and rename for front-end bandwidth [20], explo
instruction slack (non-criticality) within a trace [19], and again t
support speculative threads [18]. Pre-synchronization suppo
only out-of-order instruction insertion, which is sufficient to
exploit speculative multithreading, which itself can be thought
as CI for high-confidence branches, e.g., loop branches. To sup
CI for low-confidence branches, reactive approaches are prefer
These require out-of-order instruction removal which in tur
requires out-of-order renaming schemes based on physical
renaming [22] or instruction annulment [8].
Figure 10. Baseline configuration sensitivity analysis.
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Stark’s Ph.D. thesis describes a tag rewriting mechanism that
uses additional match lines and age tags to rewrite issue queue
entries and search to find map table checkpoints that need re-writ-
ing [30]. This mechanism supports out-of-order dispatch aimed at
tolerating instruction cache misses.

Control-flow techniques that do not use out-of-order
renaming. Squash reuse reduces branch mis-prediction penalty by
avoiding re-issue—but not re-fetch or re-rename—of CIDI instruc-
tions [5, 27]. Predication [21] and multi-path execution [15, 32]
side-step mis-predictions but spend fetch, rename, and issue band-
width on wrong-path instructions to do so. Dynamic predicate pre-
diction [6], dynamic predication of un-predicated code [12, 14],
and dynamic un-predication of predicated code [13] can adaptively
reduce this overhead when branch prediction accuracy is high.

6. CONCLUSION
Reactive control independence (CI)—also known as selective-

squash recovery—can mitigate the impact of branch mis-predic-
tions and improve performance. The key implementation challenge
of reactive CI is out-of-order renaming—repairing the input
dependences of instructions that were spared by selective-squash-
ing and re-issuing them with the correct inputs. Ginger is a general
reactive CI microarchitecture that implements out-of-order renam-
ing by re-writing the input dependence tags of instructions as they
sit in the window. Ginger performs tag rewriting efficiently by
temporarily halting the pipeline and combining the structure ports
normally used for the disparate functions of rename, dispatch, and
wakeup in a new way.

Cycle-level simulations show that Ginger out-performs previ-
ously proposed CI schemes, achieving average speedups of 5%,
12%, and 11%—on SPECint, MediaBench, and CommBench pro-
grams respectively—over an aggressive conventional baseline.
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